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SIMON SCHUSTER, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Original. Language: English .
Brand New Book. In time for the band s twentieth anniversary, the inside story of the Dave
Matthews Band-from the early days playing small gigs in Charlottesville to their current sold-out
annual summer concert tours.and more than thirty-five million records sold. Dave Matthews Band
has one of the largest and most loyal followings of any band today-after twenty years of constant
touring and several acclaimed, multiplatinum albums, the members enjoy a connection with their
fans that few other acts can match. Ask DMB devotees and they ll happily tell you tales of amazing
sold-out summer shows, the stunning venues they ve seen the band play all around the world,
classic live show recordings.and memories of good times with great friends, old and new. For
hundreds of thousands of people, affection for DMB goes far beyond simple fan adulation-it s a way
of life. Journalist (and fan) Nikki Van Noy bridges the gap between the band and their followers,
looking at the DMB phenomenon from all perspectives-including interviews with the band,
Charlottesville insiders who knew them in the early days, and, of course, the DMB fans who
witnessed it...
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It in a single of the most popular publication. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am effortlessly will get a delight of studying a published book.
-- Aisha Swift
The ideal ebook i actually study. It usually does not expense too much. You wont really feel monotony at at any time of your own time (that's what catalogs
are for relating to should you request me).
-- Mr s. Ja cklyn Simonis
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